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errors. Sign In. Create Account. Email Address. Create a JBugs Account. VW Bug Parts. Shop
Now. We take pride in being the one stop shop for Volkswagen Beetle parts. We carry virtually
everything you will need to restore your VW Bug and we offer the most options for
customization. We also offer the best customer and technical support in the industry, so you'll
never feel alone when restoring your air-cooled VW. We have compiled a complete library of
how-to guides and videos to assist you along the way. The longevity of production with few
fundamental changes paired with the interchangeability of air-cooled VW parts can make i We
are always looking for ways to help with your VW Bug restoration and repairs. Our JBugs VW
experts have created this vast While VW Chassis changed from year to year, the placement and
routing of wires and guide tubes mostly remained consistent. Find the correct distributor parts
including point, condensers, caps, and rotors. Electrical wiring can be one of the most
confusing and frustrating jobs on a classic VW. When installing most performance exhaust
systems, your cabin heater and defroster will be disabled. This is because the conne See our
Link Pin Shim chart with quantity, size, and placement of shims. Our complete oil system
diagram makes it easy to find the correct parts and fluids for your VW. Swing axle and I. Swing
axles are found on early Learn how to read your tires including reading tire section width, tire
profile, wheel diameter, and tire construction. We offer free color samples of our upholstery to
help you choose the colors and patterns that suit your VW best. Bolt pattern is the key identifier
for wheel fitment. In this chart we identify which wheel bolt patterns came stock. We offer both
Cal-look and American Style window seals. Cal-look seals also referred to as Standard do NOT
have a groove in You spent countless hours wrenching on your VW. Now that snow and rain are
in season, we can help you winterize it properly. Starting a new project is always exciting.
Unfortunately, once that enthusiasm wears off, many of us realize we did not take Looking to
purchase an air-cooled VW Beetle and not sure where to begin? Our experts at JBugs are here
to assist you with the We asked a few of the guys at the shop to see what the first thing is they
install on the car when they pick up a used Beetle In Germany, the most affordable method of
transportation was the motorcycle, and some motorcycle manufacturers in German Yes, you
read that right. Our beloved VW Beetle a. Herbie was found in , sleeping in a small Argentinean
town. I look forward to every drive in Blitz, all memories in the making. I acquired the car 13
years ago. We went to a car show an Continue Shopping. You can add items directly to your
cart from this page and check out via our shop. Let us know if you have any questions! The
article on one year only parts continues below. Not a week goes by without someone emailing
beetle. Below is the list of items we are aware of. Over time, we will be adding photos to help
illustrate each item. Would you like to contribute a photo to help our efforts? Please email. The
model of the Beetle Sedan non Convertible heralded several changes. Most of these changes
are subtle and go unnoticed. I will attempt to point out those of which I am aware. A lot of the
changes continued to be incorporated into later years as well. First and foremost was the
change from 6 volts to 12 volts. This is the most talked-about change and resulted in a
significant, new direction for the Beetle both in physical capability of the car and in popularity.
Head Light Switch Knob. Seat Belt Hook: One year only. Horn: One year only. Generator: Push
on terminals. The front parking light was incorporated into the top-of-the-fender-mounted turn
signal housing. A new type of headlamp ring began to be used. These belts mounted on the B
pillar and could be latched into place when not in use. I am told that the belts were
dealer-installed since USA requirements for mandatory seatbelts did not occur until Sometimes
the box was other colors, I have seen blue and aluminum as well as black. The plastic backs
split at the weak point and became useless. This one-year-only apron now featured a latch hole
that had a rubber seal to prevent road dust and moisture from entering the engine compartment.
The new latch was a low-profile bar secured by two bolts used only in that application. The
decklid was changed to conform to the new apron. This necessitated smaller holes in the body
and hood with redesigned plastic trim clips and new trim clips for the running boards. The size
increase mirrored the larger engine displacement. The dual intakes also necessitated a small
diameter paper hose on either side that dropped through small holes in the one-year-only
breastplate. Beneath the breastplate were right and left deflector plates, each with a hole.
Behind each of these plates was mounted a tube, mounted to the exhaust stud on either side of
the engine. The breather hoses dropped through the breastplate, passed through the holes in
the deflector plates and mounted over the metal stabilizing tubes. This was an electro-magnetic
valve that closed the gas supply as soon as the ignition switch was shut off. There were two
metal tubes between the master cylinder and the brake fluid reservoir for this year only. Hello,
I'm Eric. I started beetle. I drive a '67 Beetle daily and love to share vintage Volkswagen stories

with the world. I now have my third 67 Beetle. The second was in such bad shape rust that I
looked for a third, and scavenged what parts I needed from the second. Unfortunately, it has no
engine, but the body is in decent shape, though the interior is quite sad. I guess you could call
my plan a semi-resto-custom. Being on the East Coast, resources are slim. Your site will be
something I intend to follow. Thanks for being here. Hi, just recently purchased a 67 and am
curious about rear seatbelts. The guy that we bought it from said there were holes drilled for
them. Would this have been stock? Will I ever find belts for that year? Thanks in advance for
any info you can give me. Thanks for writing! Seat belts back then were a dealership option if
you can believe that. Hi, iv recently bought my 67 beetle, i need a rear window and cant seem to
find one anywhere, im from the uk so this maybe harder, thanks! Harry, I think TheSamba would
be your best bet. Or, there has to be a shop somewhere in your town? Are you looking for
German? Lane Russell is by far the best in terms of high German quality. You have to keep in
mind that EMPI is not what it was 20 years ago. I generally stay away from their products. I
suggest trying to buy NOS when possible. I installed it but the latch button seems to be rubbing
against something in the door preventing it from easy movement is there something in the door
I have to remove, like maybe that metal guard. Larry, Give this article a read. Great site. Have
owned a 67 vert for about 20 years and it has evolved over that time to Cal look, Porsche
wheeled cruiser. Great car with non stock single port which looks right to the untrained eye.
Even more differences for this vehicle. Decklid, door handles, etc. My web page image. Parked
for a year but just waiting for spring! Enjoyed reading. Only the front were. Still, German rear
bumpers are getting hard to find. I have a pile of fronts sitting in my garage; just waiting. OG
Fronts. What are you waiting for? Thanks for the response. I have 2 sets of OG, German front
fenders. I also have lots of NOS stuff. Remember, Eric, Wally2 is looking to replace his fuel
pump. I did not see the interior door latches on the list. These were also one year only, right? I
could be wrong. Years ago I but shoulder belts in it but would go back to the lap belts when we
put it together. Do you by chance have a passenger side lap belt? However, they are around in
theSamba or VW swaps. Let me know if I can help more. I have a set of left and right Lobster
Claw seat lap belts in black. Also the Horseshoe chrome latch for the hump. My 67 is Baja
converted and I will be installing three point modern belts for safety. I am un-bajaing it. Lowered
back to original ride front and rear, looking for a rear deck lid and full front hood which I think
will lay over the Baja nose chop. Looking far and wide and long for a rear seat frame. Where do
they go? Most of the old Baja jobs are turning into Volksrods. I am going halfway there with a
street rod look. Good source for brake differences is Milo Manx. Lots of details on shoe widths
and adjuster screws with and without slanted slots. Michael, do you still have the lobster claw
seat belts that you took out of your 67? If so, would you be willing to sell them. Check the
Samba often. Occasionally they appear. Good luck. Becky, Just because the seat belt does not
retract does not mean it is broken. It needs to be taken apart and cleaned nicely. Sometimes
they are just stuck on the roller and can be easily fixed by bending back the clip that rubs
against the belt. However, if the spring on it is truly broken it usually breaks at the end that
attaches to its little groove that holds it in place and stops it from spinning. You can, with
difficulty rebend the end of the spring and reinsert it into the groove and rewind it and it will
now be as good as new. You must keep pressure on the spring at all times when putting it back.
It is not easy as it wants to spring back , but I have done it twice with the same spring. I have
recently got two extra driver side seat belts as I can use them for parts. The passenger side
spring will not work on the drivers side belt as it is reversed. Interstate Volkswagen in Lake
Elsinore, California has 2 boxes of these seat belts if you want to call him. His name is Jim and
he has alot of 67 parts. The drivers side ones are getting scarce as nobody wants to repair them
and instead they get a used one and throw the old one away. If you plan on keeping your bug
then always get spares before they are gone, gone, gone. Bruce, after removing both seat belts I
found that the drivers side was completely missing the spring and the passenger side spring is
a little loose. Can you give me the contact info for Jim at Interstate Volkswagen? Becky- Sorry
that this blog takes forever to get to you but here goes: Interstate Volkswagen is in Lake
Elsinore, California southern cal and Jim can be reached at Hope this helps. Sometimes owning
a 67 bug is tough due to the scarcity of parts. Let me know if you have the right carburetor and
distributor for your car. If you want to keep it original then these are the year correct for your
bug. Look them up on the 67 only site. Take care. Hi Becky, Had same problem with both belts
in my I was able to get mine working though, it was a rather easy fix once I got into it. I just bent
that to add more tension. Carefull pulling that black plastic spring cover off, be prepared to
catch the spring, it will unwind and must be rewound to fit back under this cap. I know this is
old, but just in cases the info is useful. I am trying to slowly start and fix up my 67 bug after
owning it for 28 years. The passenger side seat belt was also not retracting. To fix it you just
need to take it off the car and unscrew the 4 little screws that holds it together. Then clean the

belt in hot water and soap. Put a clamp on it and let it dry all out and long. Once dry it will work
again. I also put a little wd40 in the joints. It works as good as new now. Hello, Danaâ€¦thanks
for the useful information. These belts have become very scarce. A lot of people are having to
purchase anything they can find now. Knowing how to restore them is imperativeâ€”your
information is very helpful! Keep up the good work! Hi guys, I have a 67 deluxe and live in the
UK. Mine has sloping front headlights, disc brakes and was six volt as standard. I have
converted it to 12 volt which is the sensible option in the UK with our weather although we are
in a heatwave at the moment. I bought the car in , took it off the road in and mothballed it my
garage. Come , my son comes of the age to drive, we bolted it back together and he runs it as
his daily driver and we go to shows all over the UK. Really enjoy the site. Cherrs, Pete. The cc
had 5 lug wheels and drum brakes and is the most common 67 in Europe. The cc had 4 lug
wheels and front disc brakes. Some had 12v like mine. The export version had bumper
overriders and in the US, cc engines with 5 lug wheels. The export versions where specific to
meet foreign regulations. Dented the decklid and cracked the overhang for the license plate
which cracked. Wondering what my options are for fixing the decklid, since it is OYO and
especially since the overhand where the license plate light is located is cracked â€” it appears
to be metal which is odd that it cracked. Julie, It can be fixed for sure. Where are you located? I
can recommend a body shop. You can easily find one of these in good condition that will need
only to be cleaned and repainted to match your car. I have some of these at your disposal, if you
wish. If you car was covered by one of the collector car insurance companies, consult them,
first, for their recommendations of how to proceed with the repairs to your car. In any case, I
hope that you have significant insurance on your vintage Beetle! If your insurer cannot suggest
a good shop in your area, ask around to find an auto body shop which is highly recommended.
If the decklid cannot successfully be repaired, all is NOT lost. There are still good original
decklids out there. One never knows when the odd collision might happenâ€”as in your case. Hi
Eric, is the door mechanism inside the door a one-year only part? Matt, Yes, I do believe the
whole set up is. Have you looked on TheSamba? Check the following Link for rebuilding
door-lock mechanisms. It was submitted by one of our readers:. Let us know if this helps. It
seems straight-forward enough. I have not had to rebuild my handlesâ€”yet. Cleaning, then
lubricating with the proper type of lubricant, may solve the problem. Buying my first vw beetle
convert. Thanks in advance for all the info. BOb Ebert. Hello, Bobâ€¦So, you are joining the
Gang! Good deal! Convertibles have structural assemblies to stiffen the body in lieu of the roof.
Check beneath the running boards for the square-tubular frame to be sure that it is intact. If not,
you are in for some heavy duty body-off restoration and some big bucks. If the pans floors are
rusted, chances are that the support frames are rusted as well. If the rest of the car is sound and
the buy-in price is right, a Convertible, restored, can be worth the effort. Convertibles are rising
quickly in value. Keep us posted on your purchase. This could make a nice featured article on
Beetle. Jay , thanks for the reply back. Looking forward to having a vw. You are wright,look
before you leap. I have a friend who has a vw resto. Vw are alot less costly to buy than Porsche.
Enjoyed my 65 but now I am moving on. The 67 has an older resto. I have a German 67 am from
Peru, my car comes with front oval headlights ie those corresponding to model 66 less, my
question is if only for usa changed the design of the headlights or sudamercia also changed
that, according to the previous owners the car came to them with these oval headlights. Your
comment is well-taken. You will note that the article which appears on Beetle. We do not have a
detailed and reliable document for those Beetles destined for other countries markets.
Obviously there are some great differences from country to country. Thank you for reporting on
your car. Do know of its origin? Is it from Mexico or from Germany, for instance? Thanks for
reading Beetle. Years ago, I had a very basic resource page that went defunct after geocities
was shut. Here is the archive though:. I have a question about the running gear on a 67 beetle. I
replaced the passenger side rear bearing due to noise was told by previous owner it was
needed and did hear a noise , and found the entire inner part of the drum soaked with what I
believe is transmission fluid, The bearing cap had a weep hole, but the backing plate did not
have a matching hole. I proceeded to drill the backing plate to allow the fluid to drain, but I am
concernedthat the drum itself may be incorrect. What did the 67 come with as original
equipment, was it a swing arm or IRS? I plan to remove the other rear wheel to confirm what is
there and ensure they match, but also want to make sure the drums are correct for the
application. You did the right thing by drilling the hole. Perhaps there was damage and the
earlier plate was handy. Who can say why people do what they do to these cars! I cannot
imagine that anyone installed an earlier axle on your car. If they did, they would have done so
on both sides so that the wheels would be equally placed. Your idea of checking the opposite
side to see what is there is excellent! Let us know what you find, please. Those drums are no
longer available except in salvage yards. They would have been turned so many times that they

would be of no value now. The majority of the older VW owners have had to resort to using later
systems. He is fortunate to have that, since it is about impossible to find the original equipment.
Have you checked TheSamba for the seats? How much is it going to cost me? Hello, Rust is
never good. This is a bit of a loaded question, as it all depends on what you want to do. Since
converting my 66 to 12 V. I am wondering if the 67 emergency flasher switch will fit. Right now
all I have is the switch but no lightbulb or red knob with the 88 on it, as the sun and heat made
the Original one so brittle it fell apart in my hands. Does it still have two prongs in the back of
the switch for connections like the bug? Thank you. Hello, Robinâ€¦thank you for contacting
beetle. You can interchange them. I do not know if you can buy 12 volt bulbs for the switches.
The shaft sizes are distinct. Looks like it is new off the show room floor. He owned in Southern
California and kept in the garage, so it was in great shape to being with. The short seat back
lack of a head rest , or the seat itselfâ€”being uncomfortable? There are formed foam pads
available for the purpose. If you go this way, you will immediately see what I mean. Let me know
if I missed the point completely. There are various non-VW seats which can be purchased and
installed into Beetles. Some bolt to the floor, etc. You betâ€”keep those original front seats. The
price on them is going up as we write! And, availability is diminishing. Try to find something
locallyâ€”shipping seats can be expensive. Does a picture exist of a VW like this one? I would
LOVE to have a poster-sized copy of either one. Any leads where I could get one? Thanks, Don
Barker. Replying to Don Barker about VW poster. My son colored it, I still have it someplace. I
looked about just now for John Muir, seems they may have been sold to another entity. My 67
Beetle came with four warning lights. Three come on when you turn the key to first notch. When
engine starts one of the lights stays on. I have figured out which one is the low oil pressure, it
flicks at low idle. The one that does not come on when key is turned appears to be the lights on.
What are the other two? Hello, Russâ€¦Thanks for commenting. It would be good to see a photo
of your speedometer. This definitely is an unusual speedometerâ€”at least for the Deluxe
version which came to the USA. Is there a space at the top of the speedo for a gas gauge?
BTWâ€”if your oil warning light is flickering, you should investigate to see if your idle is set too
low or if the engine is low on oil or forbid the thought you have a worn engine and it is not
lubricating properly. This may spell engine failure soon. Have this investigated right away. Try
to send a photo of the speedometer in your car. Anyone have an extra mounting bracket for the
front seatbelts? Mine has two rights and not a left. Or vise versaâ€¦ Will check theSamba too.
Danielâ€¦Jay hereâ€¦can you send a photo of the two that you have so that I can compare with
what I have? I have two of one of those but without knowing which is which, I cannot make a
bonafide decision. Thanks Jay and sorry for the slow response. Got some pics last night for
you. The brackets are correct for the drivers side. Can you send me your email? Stumbled
across this site in looking for parts. I knew pretty much nothing about VWs but have wanted one
for years. I knew the look of what I wanted which narrowed it down to pre I knew I didnt want a
Super because of the fat looks and I didnt like the idea of the McPherson struts and their
wobble. I purchased a this weekend, I didnt know they were OYO bugs. Mine is Lotus White and
pretty much factory with the exception of the rims El Camino rims with usage of adapters gotta
go quickly and the exhaust is some kind of aftermarket which neccessitated removal of the
engine apron and the rear apron its like something that would go on a baja, I dont like it and
want to purchase a new factory exhaust, In looking for the replacement aprons Im finding 66
and 68 with 67 being skipped. With the exception of those things I want to keep it the same, The
floors are clean enough to eat off of. The rest is all surface where the Georgia sun has burnt the
paint making it a perfect patina for me. I dont know what to deem it as because its not really a
rat rod my buddy says its more of a survivor, not knowing enough about these VWs their has to
be a name for them I see them all the time lowered with worn out paint, Any Ideas on what type
of VW this kind is called and any idea on finding new aprons? Thanks Rob. Hello,
Robâ€¦congratulations on the acquisition of one of the most wonderful years of VW Beetles! I
suggest that for a nameâ€¦drive the car for a while. LOL If you are not going to restore the Bug,
conserve it so that it does not further deteriorate. What we are urging owners to do is to
conserve for future owners. These cars are fast becoming scarce! Stay tuned to beetle. We love
our Readers! Hola, Joaquinâ€¦I frequently have persons come to me with their Mexican Beetles
looking to buy parts. I sadly shake my head. Mexican Beetles are different. You may be able to
make things work. The best thing is to leave Mexican Beetles in Mexico. They never have been
cleared for registration in the USA because many of the parts do not qualify under USA
automotive laws. There are many parts, as you know, for the German Beetles, including many
after-market or reproduction parts. I do not know of anyone reproducing parts for Mexican
Beetles. Some parts may be common, such as brake drums, brake cylinders, etc. However,
many of the body and interior parts are different. Hi, Got a rust spot in the center of the drivers
door and some rust on the bottom of the passengers door approx. Gary, This is a bit of a loaded

question. We would need to see photos, etc. It could simply be some POR However, it could be
a lot more. Hello, Gary. As Eric says, this is a complicated issue. First, I want to say something
about the cause of rust from the inside of the door: Two causes come to me right away and
there could be more to it than what I am about to sayâ€”bad faulty and old window scrapers.
When the scrapers get old and breakâ€¦they allow more than normal moisture course down the
window and onto the inside of the door skin. This moisture gets behind the sound deadener
which is glued to the inside door skin. It stays wet just like moisture beneath the sound
deadener on the pans. So, keeping sound window scrapers is very important. For the bottom of
the door, we have to blame dirt, leaves, etc. So that needs to be taken care of. To cure the
rustâ€”if you see the rust on the outside, it probably is coming straight through as I describe
above. If you can find a decent door, switch doors. It will be a better fix in the long run and
possibly cheaper. Several ways to fix the rust. A cheap fixâ€”Cut it out to clean edgesâ€”best to
cut a regularly shaped hole. A piece of metal just slightly smaller than the hole can be cut, then
butt-welded into the hole using a MIG welder. Weld on both sides to secure the filler piece of
metal. Afterwards, the outer welds will need to be ground smooth and skim filler used. Could
also weld a larger-than-the-cut-hole to the inside of the door for strength? Cannot use a gas
welderâ€”that causes too much heat and will really burn and warp the metal. Armed with this
informationâ€”I encourage you to find a quality body shop and show them the car. Any quality
body shop can do this type of work to a VW. In fact, I recommend that you not do that since
most VW shops are not set up to do body work. This is my best answer for the hole in the center
of the door. As for the rusted part on the bottom edgeâ€”again, this is best left to the
professionals. Good Morning Eric,,,,I really had a good time reading all your comments,I just
bought a pretty nice I would like to send you a picture. I need help with seats and radio for my
67, it has the original radio and wondering if anyone restores them? Before we talk about
restoration of the radioâ€”have you checked the speaker to see if it is sound. It may be that the
speaker has deteriorated. Then, check the antenna lead to the radio to be sure that it is in good
condition and is plugged into the radio. Nextâ€¦try extending the antennaâ€”depending upon
your area, perhaps there is not a radio station close by? If all fails, get back to us and we can
suggest a restorer. Seats: Do you plan to refurbish the seats yourself or to have a shop to do
them. Quality shops can be a great help with obtaining padding and cover material. They can
cut their own covers. If you are going to do the seats yourself, check with lanerussell. Someone
will be glad to assist you with which covers go with your car model and color, as well as
padding, hog rings and tool, etc. Let us know how this goes! Hi Guys. I have a restored but the
doors have now reached their end after daily use and obviously the lifelong neglect of proper
draining. Besides the door handle mechanisms, is there any other difference. Can the handles
be fitted to those doors? Your Model may be much different. I will try to answer you on the basis
of a Deluxe Model only. However, the wing vent windows are distinctive, the arm rest is
distinctive and the locking mechanism and exterior handle are distinct. Also, the exterior mirror
screws into the door itself does not attach to the hinge. Have you looked into having the door
bottoms repaired? I would look into a quality body shop which may be able to resurrect the
doors. I wish you the best! I wish that I could be more conclusive and helpful. Eric, Thank you
for this wonderful article. I have searched far and wide on the internet for a left front quarter
panel for my kid modified read damaged 67 Deluxe for the last month and half. The others had
little rust or PO damage. My question is â€” is the 67 front quarter panel unique to the 67 other
than the smaller trim clip holes? If not, what are other years that will fit if I were to weld closed
the trim holes and re-drill them to the correct 67 size? Any input would be gratefully
appreciated. Hello, Perryâ€¦You should be able to use clipped panels back to at least , if not
farther back. Depending upon what part of the Country you live inâ€”contact VW salvage yards
for your front quarter panel. In Arkansas, try Way Out Salvage, for instance Contact me for
possible locations in your area. Usually there are wrecked vehicles from which parts can be
salvaged. You will need to be able to give the salvage yard the correct dimensions which you
will needâ€”usually somewhat larger than the actual area needed. Jay â€” Thank you for the
quick response. I was figuring that you would have the answer to my query when I posted my
question. I live in the Pacific NW. I have read many of your responses to inquiries that others
have posted here. Always the kind and with gentle encouragement for the 67 owner. You Sir are
a true champion of 67 knowledge. I knew I could depend on your far reaching knowledge. Thank
you so much. I can breath a little easier. Someone is always doing something and like the
Beetle. Donna â€” Thanks for the FB tip. I plan to attend the PDX speedway swap meet this
coming summer for a parts search. You know! All those little parts that only can be found at a
swap meet, Like seat belts, sun visors, seats, fenders, front hoods, bumpers and on and on. Ah
da m all the money that a 67 lover needs to spend for his baby. Mine will be a resurrection not a
restoration so I say now. Have a great weekend. If you want more info about swap meets in

Bellevue and Seattle, contact Eric or Jay privately they can give you my e-mail. Gear Shift Knob:
To maintain the originality of the gearshift knob for Standard Transmission beetles, only one
color is correct, Grey black. Yes, the same part number A that was utilized since around with
one small exception, they were color code Silver Beige. There are still more one year only parts.
These were for Models , , , , and It requires some deeper searching to determine exactly which
vehicle body color and interior combinations these worked with. Yes, had Dark Gazelle 68 but it
is a different color and color code Same for Indian Red 68, Color code Part Numbered A Left and
D right. The Color Code is the defining moment for one year only. This is progress! Thanks for
digging into this for the Worldwide Community! Hi Eric- I too have a 67 Beetle that my
grandfather bought new. It is ruby red and originally had cloth seats. I do have the original
dealer key tag. If anyone finds a source of cloth seat material feel free to email me. Pat
Carsavior at MSN dot com. I have a with a possible bent driver side shock tower. Can i replace
with any beam as long as its full because of the different tie rod ends? Hello, Robâ€¦thanks for
contacting beetle. You can use a beam which is for or later Beetle not a SuperBeetle. Front
beams can be purchased new or rebuilt devoid of any other parts. I hope that this helps. My
partner has been into Beetles for about 40 years and always went for or earlier but is getting
really into the Bug now. Your discoveries will help the World-wide Beetle Community to grasp t
he over-all concept of our beloved vehicles. Keep up the good work and let beetle. Other small
things, such as the outside mirror. Hey, bud. Yes, good feedback. I had pushed this article back
up so we all could open up the conversation again. Also, mirrors were a dealership add on. That
makes sense about the mirrors. I did the research on that one awhile back. Ron over at WW
gave me the literature about it. Also, we do stock both mirrors , if needed. Hello,
rkade93â€¦thank you for commenting. We have a really good definitive Article on the issue of
the Bumper Over Riders. When you come across some definitive answer to one of these
nagging change questions, please give input. We depend upon Readers to submit this valuable
information. That article about the bumper overriders was very, very helpful. My only point was
that it might be good to actually update the list with these mid-year changes and findings, since
the list itself is what people, especially those new to the community, will look to first! The more
we can document those discrepancies in the list, the more it can become the end-all, be-all for
Beetle enthusiasts everywhere. The information on outside mirrors is correct-whatever the
dealer had on hand. Early Parts Manual with page supplemented June shows outside mirror
part number A for door hinge mount for models , and along with associated mounting parts-for
LeftHandDrive. One could purchase each part individually. Fast forward to later Parts Manual
with supplement dated January the same part number and image is still around. Additionally In
this listing the part number has an asterisk in front of it Meaning the mirror was available Also
in a SP spare parts kit. The SP kit part number was which consisted of the aforementioned
mirror part number and A union nut and tapered locking sleeve. This kit could be
purchased-also it was often Service Installed by VW. My 67 came with the small pear shaped left
side mirror back in I do think that A is the small pear shaped mirror. The Only mirror listed in the
parts list is A. No round mirrors listed! It does appear that when the hole is dug deep enough
that Volkswagen indeed sanctioned a certain mirror, no matter how many round mirrors dealers
themselves placed on the vehicles! The one year only list states that in mid year the interior
mirror size was increased. I have never noticed a difference. The Parts Manual states that part
number A was used from Chassis Number through for models , , , and for for models , For
models , the number changed to H. Hello, Quinnâ€¦Very valuable information, Sir! Thank you for
the research. Maybe a lot of this has with geographical distribution and supply? LOL Thanks
again. Good info, but confusing sometimes â€¦. What does this really mean??? You make a very
good and valid point! Thank you for commenting! I have a 67 bug, actually my wife owned it
before we got together back in , her dad gave it to her before he passed. Hello, Big Marioâ€¦I
understand your situation. Stay with beetle. Hopefully you will be successful. If so, your car will
be a miracle car. They end up at the recycle place or, worse, at the dump. Here are the 3 key
elements which go towards doing a restoration: Time, Money and Space. Or Money and Space.
Etc, etc. A Beetle can be completely disassembled in a couple of days. Restoring that car takes
a lot of money space and labor. I look forward to seeing your completed car. Meanwhileâ€”let us
know of your progress! Jay, thanks for the advice! I would love to do a total restoration, but like
you said it takes a lot of money to complete. My plans are to get it painted, re-chrome the
original bumpers, replace all the exterior rubbers with new ones and redo the interior. The dash
is in excellent shape with the original color and pieces, I might just leave as is, also all the
wiring under the hood is intact, I might just leave it alone as well. A total restoration would be
the way to go, but I have to draw the line somewhere and settle for a partial restoration. The
most important thing for me is to see my wife happy and for her to drive the bug her dad gave
her some 27 years ago before he passed, that to me is going to be the greatest feeling in the

world! Big Marioâ€¦I like your plan. A good plan helps to keep us on track. Keep all of us
Readers out here informed of your progress! Andâ€¦making the wife happy, of course! Eric i will
probably have tons of questions for you shortly. I also have a 67, it is my 2nd the first 67 was
the car I bought in high school. This bug is modified, but the problem i am having is with the
pillar post upholstery. Any advice on securing thanks. Hello, Georgeâ€¦The B pillar securing
tabs can be real pills! I have a VW friend who is having the same problem. He operates a
fabrication shop and there seems to be nothing he cannot do but this thing is bugging him,
literally. I bet that they can help you for a nominal fee. Do you know if that is a one year only
part and where I could get a new one or good used original one? If it is not a one year only part,
do you know what years fit with that part? Thanks for responding, Judy. I found a 67 but it
needs a lot of work. Even if it is in bad condition, do you think it would be worth restoring? The
radio did not work so I shoved a coat hanger into the hole and wow, I had a nice sounding radio.
I am now trying to get it back into original parts, fenders and the like to pass on to my son if he
wants it. It came with a flow through ventilation system with a vent on each side of the front
firewall and a plastic vent flow cover to regulate the amount of air coming in on your feet. It is
hooked up by plastic hard pipe to the front fender horn covers on each side. Works nice but
never seen it on any bug since. The originalowner said he did not put it in but the dealer did.
Ever hear of this one? Bought my 67 about three years ago, was restored but sat for about
seven years. Had to change distributed but that was all. Love it! I spotted a VW in our
neighborhood sitting in a driveway. Eventually the owner moved it into his garage where it sat
for the next 21 years. I approached the owner once or twice yearly with an offerâ€”which he,
with a little smile, would refuse politely. Then, to my great surprise, one day he accepted my
offer! I rushed the car home where I cleaned and set the points and installed a good rotor. I
cleaned the spark plugs and put a small amount of automatic transmission fluid into each spark
plug hole to lubricate the dry rings. I gently turned the engine by hand, using the generator
pulley. Then, I installed the plugs. Using a used battery which I purchased for the purpose, I
intended to start that engine. I set someone to turn the key while I poured a small quantity of
gasoline into the open carburetor. Thank you for reminding us of how resilient they are! Mine
was built in August 67, does that make it a 68? If the car is a Beetle, the VIN will begin with
xxx-xxx. In other words, by August, , the Models would be on sale at Dealerships. I want to do a
complete original restoration and have a few questions. In researching the numbers, the
chassis was from Aug , but the motor was from Nov. Will that be a major issue, and if so, how
much will it hurt the value? The original colors were Lotus white paint with black weave interior.
If I do a complete inside and out spray with a different spec. Thanks, Mike. Hello, Mikeâ€¦The
difference in the Serial-Date on the engine prob. There are no judges who are qualified to do
that sort of judging of VWs. You say that there is no link between the car and the color.
Actuallyâ€”there is a link. While all of this comes down to how it pleases youâ€¦there is a
certain amount of satisfaction when a vintage car is returned to its originality. The original color
was so noted on a factory sticker behind the spare tire. Enjoy your car, Mike! You want to be
able to drive itâ€¦right? Hope this helps â€” dlf. Hey Eric, Jay, thanks again for this great site. I
revisit this particular list often. Was wondering, would the 67 door lock release knobs be a OYO
part? Have only seen this design on 67s. It is cylindrical rather than flat on the top bit. They
were identical! The ones which came on cars from the factory were two variations but upon
casual observation were identical. Somewhere I must have recorded the differences but right
now I cannot lay hands on that bit of information. Thanks for asking, Ken. Have a great and keep
enjoying your Beetle! I just recently purchased a convertible, trying to find a 67 and vented deck
lid? Any thoughts? Place a Wanted Ad on thesamba. A nice one can be quite costly due to the
rarity. Maybe someone will begin to make them in fiber glass one of these days. Brandon- that
decklid is very rare and it will be difficult to find one. We used to put them on 67 sedans as they
looked cool and were rare 30 years ago. He might help! This prob. Rememberâ€”shipping will
cost going on a hundred for a decklidâ€”usually. It is not for the faint of heart. All NOS
sheetmetal that I have seen for was gray primer, including the part right below the deck lid-the
rear apron. I have never viewed an NOS 67 piece with the earlier reddish primer. That piece
appears to be painted. Perhaps owners will appreciate the following words from Workshop
Bulletin No. A August Hello, Quinnâ€¦I am glad that you have shown this documentation. The
strengths of beetle. Not just , but some years into the future, the valve sticker would be.
Volkswagen made the change to. There are several means to verify the change date, some
subtle, some big bold and weighted with authority. The first one described here among others is
the various owner manuals printed until around , all have the valve settings at. After the change
was made by Volkswagen Some owners manuals had inserted within them an errata sheet
bringing the setting to. Hundred of Thousands of engines for years had been using the. As
stated in other entries on this site, Volkswagen mechanics as well as Independent and home

maintenance types were sloppy in setting valves. That is not the official word, but from the folks
doing the work down through the years oft repeated. For those who strive to have their beloved
67 period correct, there simply is only one correct valve setting sticker;. When and if, more like
when, Volkswagen is judged at Concours events perhaps the judges will be savvy enough to
require the correct valve setting sticker-as the present show judges are seemingly blissfully
unaware. Period correct history is difficult to change once it has occurred. Workshop Bulletin
No. E of 5 August model year delineates changes made to the two radios for the new model
year. Was trying to upload a couple of pics, but am struggling, â€¦ the FB icon will give you an
idea. Best regards, Simon. Refer to the Chassis VIN beneath the rear seat. If you car is a , the
VIN should begin with xxx-xxx. If it is a , it will begin with xxx-xxx. Without examining the
vehicle, it is impossible for us to make such determinations. We do not know the origin of the
car. If you can send photos to eric beetle. If you can move your photographs to your desktop, it
will be simple to push them to an e-mail attachment. Until then, we are not able to make those
determinations. Great write up. Is there any way that those could be original or am I looking at
something that has been modified? It could be both. Do you have locking steering? I only had a
cursory look at it yesterday. Now doing some digging about it so I can look closer. IF it does
have locking steering, then what would that mean? I have the vin As best as I can tell that
means March-April build dates. Added this to my registry â€¦ VIN thru should have an Apr , build
date. To get the exact date of manufacture, you need to get the certificate as suggested by Jay;
good value as it will not only give you the shipping designation, but the original engine and
equipment. Good luck and keep us updated. Is it 6 volt? Ignition on steering column? Early front
fenders? Decklid script-Volkswagen or ? Or, is the engine a ? Check the engine code beneath
the generator stand. Are there front disk brakes? These cars vary by country according to the
automotive standards of each country. The ultimate proof will be in purchasing the Birth
Certificate from Germany. That will tell you without a doubt the market for which this car was
destined. Thanks Jay â€” also helpful! Car is def 12 volt. Has engine to be confirmed when I
look at the stamp. The vin number I have is from the front clip tag. I will need to go back to the
seller to look at the chassis stampâ€¦ all of the other usual salient 67 details seem on point.
However one other point of note was the hi-lo toggle switch for the headlightsâ€¦ just above the
ignition key. Any thougthts about that in particular? However, you should have disc brakes
which is a nice plus. We have a few articles on them. Also, you could be dealing with someone
that simply switched out the fenders. The Canadian version was spot on the U. S version from
what I have seen. Except for the question of the slanted over-riders on the back bumper I have
seen no differences. Mine are documented original, cabriolet and are not slanted My best guess
would be a previous owner liked the sloped fenders and adapted them. The toggle switch on the
dash would not have been a standard item in any version. This would be a response to a non
working paddle switch on the column. Canadians speaking from experience can be an eclectic
and inventive crew! LOL On an import note! This car has a motor, PICT 30 carb on a dual port
manifold, non padded dash, and halogen headlights, all spec for the year! It also has the low
bucket seats that are similar to 67 seats but have the seat back switches on the side up high like
the later high back buckets. It also has the 67 and earlier parking light assemblies all on stock
super beetle European front fenders. It is also badged as a VW! I always get lots of questions. I
have just finished painting the body with fenders off and all of the suspension rebuilt and it
sports the wider Volkswagen sport wheels. A neighbour looked at the McPherson strut front
suspension and asked me if I raced the car! Apparently he felt the was some special racing
version of a VW that he was not familiar with! Sorry got a little off track there but my 67 with is
much faster even as a single port! Happy motoring. Thanks to you all for the input â€” sincerely
appreciated! Went and had another look today with more knowledge. Chassis and body
matched. Motor was a just not from production month. The best part about this exercise was
that it improved my vw knowledge. I am going to look at a bug here in San Diego tomorrow. I
have owned many volkswagens but since maturing I am looking for my forever I have looked at
your site and several others to find out about one year only parts and such. I am a high school
teacher so I have limited funds and therefor I am looking at the bottom of the line 67s. I was
wondering if there are several must find or look at things when looking at a 67? Does the vin
have to be a specific range or number? You will spend more repairing and buying parts than if
you wait to buy a better car later. During the time while you are saving your funds, study
Beetles. Ask lots of questions. Study prices for repairs and parts. Educate yourself. I want to
stress to you and all of the Readers of beetle. I began the interview by asking him to verify that
all 3 VINs were identical. By verifying the VINs immediately, you can save a lot of time. Inspect
the car personally. If you are not mechanically inclined or do not feel up to the job of inspection,
hire a Certified ASE Company to do the job. Do not buy a vehicle sight-unseen or without
having it inspected! And, for goodness sakeâ€¦if the person has any history such as a seller on

thesamba. Do business carefully. Keep beetle. Eric and others are ready to help along the way.
First of all, thank you for all the great advice. I looked at the 67 today. As I was driving to the
house the owner emailed me that he took it out this morning and it has a gas leak and asked if I
wanted to still come look. I kept going to see the bug anyway. After looking at your site and
things I have learned in my research I noticed some odd things about the car. The head lights
had covers over them? I found the vin tag in the trunk, it started with but I could not find the
stamp under the back seat? I pulled the crank wheel in the motor and there was no play. I shook
the front wheels and there was a little play and a knock? Overall the bug was in ok condition. He
claimed he was the second owner. He mentioned twice that he was willing to take less because
of the fuel leak issue which I kind of expected anyways. The other thing that is a deal breaker for
me is a cut dash for a bigger radio. He had a non-stock radio in the car but I could not tell if he
cut the dash to get it in? He said it came with it installed when he bought it. He seemed honest
and mentioned that he was selling it because his HOA would not allow him to keep a
non-operational vehicle at this house. Here is the link to the 67 I looked at today. I hope that is
ok to post? Kevin, that bug is overpriced. Front lights have been changed and if it leaks fuel it
might be a tunnel leak which is not easy to fix! Take it to a bug mechanic for a look! If the owner
says no then swallow and move on. Kevin, Please be careful as these bugs are really overpriced
for what you get. Everybody thinks they have a winner in their bug but, believe me, it is usually
far from it. Prices in California are over blown especially in so-cal where I live. Most of these
bugs are tired and worn out and have modifications and repairs over the years that make them
anything but the 67 you really want. If you must, lower your expectations and get what you can
knowing that you will have to spend money just to get them right. The number one thing is to
get a real 67 and the number two is to see how much, not if, rust is present. All these cars have
it no matter what the owner tells you. To repair the rust that is found at the base of the door can
be around I was at my repair buddys place when a guy came in with a 74 superbug and all he
wanted was a paint job and some minor repairs. Just looking at the car from 20 feet away it was
obvious that this car was not worth restoring. The owner was upset but my buddy was honest
and told him it would be over 10,for the huge amount of repair that was needed. Believe me, it is
a junker. If you are really into the 67 bug then go and find one that is already restored as best as
possible or at least needs very little. You will have to pay top dollar as these owners know what
they have and the demand is growing. Most of the 67 trannys are shot and need rebuilding at
around A rebuilt motor,done the right way, is another I keep mine since I have had it for years
but I know the rust is growing and I know what it costs to repair it plus the paint job that will be
needed in the future. I have slowly, mind you slowly, got it back to where the engine was in the
beginning and got rid of all of the crap that various repair dudes have taken off over the years
and replaced it with good original stuff that should have never been removed in the first place. I
drive it to work every day for 10 miles of so and I still love the little car when people look at me
and wave or give the peace sign. It is what it is. I told my son to keep it when I croak and sell it,
along with the parts, to someone who cares and to get what he can for it as I will not care at that
point. One day there will be no more bugs except in museums and everyone will be driving the
same color, style and shape of car like the neighbor next door and the neighbor after that. Buy
what you like, and if you fall in love with it then you got a great deal. Bruceâ€”You are my kind
of guy! I like your advice! Kevin, Lots of good advice being offered here. If you are going to
shop it all out then no this may not be a good way to start. If you want a perfect car shop around
and make sure your wallet is stuffed. Call Chris Vallone. See what he would charge to restore
this car. Get actual prices not just speculation on motor and transmission costs. I have replaced
many gas lines, a difficult job through the tunnel and almost impossible with the body on the
chassis. If you are pulling the body then this would be no problem. You have to know from the
start how far you are willing and capable of going in a restoration effort or refurbishing effort.
An with Porsche alloys might be tempting but if the gas line is rotted as many are, then there
are many other mechanical aspects that need to be considered before you drive down the road.
I would be happy to start with a car like this one. The dash if it was cut was very minimal if at all
and the fender swap is pretty simple and will force you to visit your friendly flea market vendors
and meet new enthusiasts. Each version better than the last. If you love it it happens. If not you
move on to something else or trade for a better version. The Cabrio was a learning experience
and is a work in progress but it is mechanically sound before it ever hit the road. Rust free
never means rust free but this car seems pretty straight although you had no pictures of the
pan. Just some thoughts to confuse you more!!! LOL Have a great day. Wow, all of the
comments are great advice and have given me a lot to think about. The challenge is that most of
the bugs for sale out there are a mystery if it is a decent price or out of my budget if has been
restored. I am feeling as if I have unrealistic expectations and that is a roadblock to getting a I
did find one in orange county that seems ok and is in my price range but it has a quarter size

hole in the dash just above the radio. The current owner said it was there when he got it. The
other issue is that it has some rust present on the pan. I am currently having my 67 bug
restored and it is my job to source a new carpet. How can I find out the original colour so I can
keep it as original as possible? I honestly cant remember much about the carpet before it was
taken out. My beetle is blue, what colour is yours? Just wonder if different colours had different
interiors. Mine is white with black seats and door panels. I bet you can search on theSamba.
Best of luck! Lovely webside!! I own a 67 beetle since It worked untill some years agoâ€¦but
sadly now no sound anymore. My wife and I are in the process of a complete restoration of our
67 vert, which my wife purchased as her first car in Unfortunately for us, my wife lived in the
Florida gulf area and moved to Pennsylvania, which is where we met, the beetle in its time went
through a few hurricanes and floods while being stored in Florida. About 8 years ago we drove
down and brought it here, and started our process of our restoration. We had tons of bad luck
with people who were going to restore it, from 2 people moving out of state, one never
committing to do the work, one came highly recommended and sat in there shop for 9 months
with never touching it. Finally last year we found a great guy who has his own shop and had just
did a restoration on his own 67 vert! His wife owns a 66 vert also. When completed in March it
will have been a 5 month project and as much as our new Subaru Outback, which we bought in
Would we do it again, YES!!! It has been a great experience, I get to do hands on in the shop and
learn all about how it works and knowing there were only verts made in 67 makes it really worth
it! We will have a better than new, almost show quality, and something we can drive around
town with. A great vert that will get passed on to the next generation. Just recently got my Hope
to keep it in the family for a very long time. It was sold new in Hutchinson, Ks. In the car was put
back into use. I enjoy the car as it is, but the work done in was lacking in many areas. I am so
very happy with the VW info and help that seems to be everywhere. Scott, â€¦.. Hello,
Scottâ€¦Congratulations on your acquisition! A SunRoof Editionâ€”a rare car indeed! The
SunRoof is an extremely desirable Beetle. With perseverance, you WILL be able to reach your
goal of bringing the Bug back to its original glory! There are lot of good people here on beetle.
Are the rubber radio knobs the same as the head light switch knob? Brianâ€”the difference will
be not in the Knob but in how it fits onto the radio shafts. I own a Beetle , but unfortunatelly
many of its parts do not belong to it. I am looking for a co-drivers door with the roond handle
knob. How possible is to find one, and in what price? Hello, I have a Bug that i dismantling for
parts as it was hit hard on the drivers side. The passenger door is good and complete. Rear Pop
out windows, the correct wiper motor assembly. Front and rear hood. Good dash and other
parts. All the glass is good. Door handles correct for Larry, sorry, no radio. We still need one for
the Beetle we are rebuilding. Let me know if you need any other parts. Please drop me a note at
dgh50 att. Don, sorry for delay and responding. I do not have either item you are looking for.
The parts car does not have an engine. As for the wiring, you can get complete or partial wiring
harness from several of the VW parts supply houses. It appears to have been mostly
unmolested except for a change of paint color â€” previous owner wanted it to match her
Pontiacâ€¦ I am glad to find you site. It looks like it will be very helpful as well as encouraging!
Thank you! Hello, Gregâ€¦Welcome to the wonderful world of t he Beetle Community. You are
embarking upon a great journey which may give you pause, at times, but which surely will result
in much pleasure as you enjoy your Beetle! Just found you guys. Have been looking for a pair
of seat belt release ivory push on handles for my 67 Bug. Any chance someone knows of some
nice ones? Also wonder if I should paint my It will have pretty much everything new, except the
crappy ruby red washed out paint. No dents or real rust issues, just bad paint. Would I be able
to get that money back? Thanks for any input-. Hello, Randyâ€¦Welcome aboard! Would you be
able to send photos of your seat belt set-up to eric ericshoemaker. Are you planning to paint the
Beetle then sell it? A worthy paint job will cost several thousand dollarsâ€”depending upon how
much body work is needed, etc. There are many factors which enter into the mix when a person
wants to market his carâ€”mainly it is correctness and condition. But, thenâ€”there is the buyer
factor. Some buyers will pay more. I have found the former to be more the case, however. As far
as the 67 having the push on connectors for the 12 volt generator please note that this type of
generator was primarily used in 67 but 67 was not the first year only for this generator. The
push on connector type generator was used on various models of volkswagens off and on from
to as late as So it is not unique to the 67 bug. Just mainly used on it. Basically they used these
until they either ran out of them or decided the normal screw on connectors were better or more
efficient to manufacture and slowly phased out the 67 type. Nothing is written in stone. Hello i
am so jazzed to find 67 only. I bought mine in and she was a dream come true. I drove it until I
fell on some hard times and then she sat for a couple of years. I put her up tor sale and it broke
my heart to see her go. The guy that bought it had a collection up to bugs. He never drove it or
did much to her in the ten years he had her. He took rims off and a few parts. Sadly he passed

away in early I had kept in touch with him the entire time and was able to buy her back from his
wife. I drove She is a little worse for the wear.. I really want to restore her to her former beauty.
My problem is that my husband is now disabled and cannot do it. I need to find someone that
knows what they are doing. Engine is sound transaxle is new. It is more the little things and pan
that need restoring. Any connections would be greatly appeciated. Elizabeth wants to be my
baby on the road again.. As do i. Thank you and reguards, Robin. This site uses Akismet to
reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Like this: Like Loading Share this
post: Twitter Facebook Pinterest. All Posts Website. Eric December 27, at am. Earl, Thanks for
the comment. Let me know if I can do anything to help! Justin September 15, at am. Eric
September 15, at am. Emily September 20, at am. Eric September 20, at am. Emily, Thanks for
writing! Harry Stevenson October 2, at am. Eric October 2, at am. Eric November 28, at pm. Eric
February 5, at am. Tom February 22, at pm. Eric February 22, at pm. Thank you for reading!
Daniel March 18, at pm. Eric March 18, at pm. Donna September 6, at am. Eric Shoemaker
September 6, at am. Donna, I just emailed you. Rebecca J Kinberg March 26, at pm. Charlie
March 21, at pm. Eric March 21, at pm. I believe only the window winder was one year only, not
the latches. Larry Heugatter April 12, at pm. Eric April 12, at pm. Alsoâ€¦ Jay Salser may have
one. He writes articles with us. Michael Olson September 21, at pm. Eric Shoemaker September
21, at pm. Let us know if you need any help! Mike Olson May 29, at am. Robert Mowry November
14, at pm. Do You still have these factory seat belts and how much? Thanks Reply. Do You still
have the factory seat belts and how much? Becky July 7, at pm. Bruce W. Adams, D. July 8, at
pm. Becky July 24, at pm. July 24, at pm. Glen Bamforth November 24, at pm. Carefull pulling
that black plastic spring cover off, be prepared to catch the spring, it will unwind and must be
rewound to fit back under this cap Reply. Dana January 9, at pm. Pete July 23, at am. Cherrs,
Pete Reply. Eric July 23, at am. Pete, Thanks for the comment! Enjoy the site. Herrbern
September 6, at am. Julie LeBlanc November 8, at pm. Eric Shoemaker November 8, at pm. Jay
Salser November 8, at pm. Hello, Julieâ€¦and thank you for responding to Beetle. Stay in touch
and let us know how things go for you. Matt November 15, at am. Regards Reply. Eric
Shoemaker November 15, at am. Jay Salser November 15, at am. Good morning, Matt, and thank
you for contacting Beetle. Bob Ebert February 6, at pm. Eric Shoemaker February 6, at pm. Jay
Salser February 6, at pm. Bob ebert February 6, at pm. Juan Carlos Gonzalea Cuentas February
9, at pm. Eric Shoemaker February 9, at pm. Juan, My partner and I will do some research. More
soon. Jay Salser February 10, at am. Ken February 27, at pm. Hello from Singapore! Eric
Shoemaker July 11, at pm. Gabe, Let me do some research for you. The smoke signals are out.
Jay Salser July 11, at pm. Eric Shoemaker July 18, at pm. Quelin July 18, at pm. I live by the
beach in Cali, where the freeway ends. Who knows the hook up here? Robin Anne August 13, at
pm. Eric Shoemaker August 14, at am. Robin, Let me research this. Bob Knudson August 17, at
pm. Eric Shoemaker August 17, at pm. Bob, Have you tried TheSamba? That would be your best
bet. That or a local VW show. Don Barker September 8, at am. Thanks, Don Barker Reply. Daniel
September 8, at am. Me too! Eric Shoemaker September 8, at pm. Quinn September 16, at pm. I
looked about just now for John Muir, seems they may have been sold to another entity Reply.
Russ Rogers September 17, at pm. Eric Shoemaker September 17, at pm. Jay Salser September
17, at pm. Daniel September 22, at am. Eric Shoemaker September 22, at am. Let us check! Jay
might have oneâ€¦ Reply. Jay Salser September 22, at pm. Daniel October 13, at am. Just sent
them to Eric! Eric Shoemaker October 13, at pm. Happy to help! The sever is a bit slow today.
Rob Bennett October 5, at pm. Thanks Rob Reply. Jay Salser October 6, at am. Jay Salser
October 22, at pm. Eric Shoemaker December 9, at pm. Dave Mowry January 6, at am. Good
Morning Eric,,,,I really had a good time reading all your comments,I just bought a pretty nice I
would like to send you a picture Reply. Jackie January 17, at pm. Thank you so much for the
quick respond! Pieter van der Merwe South Africa February 3, at pm. Perry February 6, at pm.
Donna February 6, at pm. Quinn March 17, at pm. There are still more one year only parts Reply.
Quinn March 18, at am. Eric Shoemaker March 18, at am. Such good info! Pat March 29, at pm.
Eric Shoemaker March 30, at am. Rob April 7, at pm. Eric Shoemaker April 19, at am. Email
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us. Eric Shoemaker May 9, at am. Thank you!!!! Eric Shoemaker May 28, at am. Quinn May 28,
at am. Eric Shoemaker May 28, at pm. Sam Glenn May 29, at am. Digger89L Canada May 29, at
am. Big Mario June 9, at am. Eric Shoemaker June 9, at am. We are here for you! Big Mario June
16, at pm. Jason S. June 22, at am. George Hamlin July 11, at pm. Any advice on securing
thanks Reply. Judy Woodruff July 24, at pm. Thanks for responding, Judy Reply. Joel
Valiente-Rivera July 31, at am. August 6, at pm. Lamar September 24, at pm. Eric Shoemaker

September 24, at pm. We like to hear this. Ruzter October 31, at pm. So I am going to look at a
67 on Monday. Great info, thanks! Eric Shoemaker November 4, at pm. Keep us posted! Ruzter
November 14, at pm. Mike K November 16, at pm. Thanks, Mike Reply. Donna November 16, at
pm. Ken January 4, at am. Brandon January 18, at pm. Bruce Adams January 19, at pm. Quinn
January 19, at pm. Quinn January 20, at pm. Quinn January 22, at pm. Quinn January 23, at pm.

